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Abstract This paper briefly presents some conclusions of a brainstorming session on the
way technology is evolving in ICT. Technology advances have overcome society ability to
answer, both in economic and in human aspects. The current design paradigms, of agnostic
technology development, need to be reconsidered, and the user needs to be repositioned at
the center of future developments.
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1 Introduction

It is nowadays an increasingly recognized reality that technology excellence per itself does
not necessarily mandate technology evolution. Users and the overall society (including eco-
nomics) play an increasing role in the success of specific technologies. In this dynamic
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environment we are now living, users, technology and economics interplay with increasingly
complex relations.

Society is changing fast, but the pace of technology is much faster than the change society
is able to accept. Furthermore, society changes often in hard to predict ways, reacting to
novel technologies in unexpected ways. User concerns are not the same today than we could
see a couple of years ago—e.g., concerns with privacy, and privacy-aware technologies, are
a recent trend. The relevance society pays to different concerns changes with time.

Recently, the user has taken an increasing important role in the ICT world. From a passive
user, consuming services provided by operators, we now witness a user establishing its own
interest communities, and providing its own added value to the communication process. The
user becomes an actor in this economic system. Furthermore, with increasing competition,
the user becomes a more valued asset, able to move between a wider choice of services.

The overall interplay between users, technology and economics is thus an issue that we
must start to consider in our visions of technology evolution.

2 User-Inspired R&D

Until now research has been focused on optimizing the communication technology from
the point of view of the big corporation. However, innovation in large companies does not
proceed now at the pace that was usual several years ago. Economic pressures and the
increasingly multidisciplinary requirements in innovation, have mostly stopped disruptive
innovation inside corporations. Innovation is coming from smaller companies, often recent
start-ups, which are able to present novel ideas and added value—and then acquired by larger
communication companies.

This change in development paradigm affected the interdynamics between economics and
technology. It is no longer the big economic interests that drive technology development, but
small companies, with radical new ideas. The success of Google and Facebook, to name just
a few, are good examples of small companies that change the way technology is used.

These small companies are much more near the end-user. The trend is now on user-
inspired research, in the context of different application domains: iHealth, iEnergy, iHouse,
etc… Research became interdisciplinary, with small teams bringing different competences
to define new technologies and products: sensors, wireless infrastructure, signal and image
processing, photonics, protocols, software—all these areas are brought together for different
applications (See Fig. 1).

The interdynamics between users, technology and economics also have a different vector:
how to move this user-inspired research into mainstream technology. There are clear differ-
ences between technology development and technology transfer. There are political pressures
for technology transfer, until now biased towards large companies. Small companies are not
able to influence political decisions, which impair as well the coming of disruptive ideas
into the market. This is particularly crucial as innovation now happens along the lines of
convergence, bridging together different communication worlds (e.g., mobile, multimedia,
voice)—currently under the overview of different regulatory entities. Technology evolution,
even if increasingly centred on the user view, cannot succeed without the best compromise
between these interdynamics with economics and political forces. Unfortunately, these inter-
dynamics are not linear, and often lead to unpredictable results, defining the fate of technical
innovation.

A recent trend, with still unclear economic impacts, is the movement into Open Innova-
tion [1]. Some companies are opening their patent pool for further developments, in specific
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Fig. 1 A new research paradigm

application domains (even in areas such as rare diseases for the third world). The Internet
development model follows this trend, which is a clear departure from traditional telecom-
munication development models. Nevertheless, the fast innovation pace possible with current
technologies seems to be more appropriate to these open models than to the older controlled
evolution models.

3 Can Technology Support These Interdynamics?

The existence of these interdynamics makes successful technology development unpredict-
able. The question arises, if we can use technology itself to develop solutions able to withstand
whatever outcomes from this interplay.

Some trends on the evolution of complexity in technology are already apparent. Kurzweil
[2] has already predicted that technology will overtake the human brain. By 2050 we should
be able to have the equivalent intelligence of the human race in silicon. Is it possible for us to
design technology that may be resilient to the interdynamics between users, economics and
innovation. The ideal would be to develop a set of technologies that observe the environment
(in all dimensions), develop its own strategies, and decides on its parameters—a continuous
adaptation to society needs. This trend can now be already observed in technologies such as
Software Defined Radio, or Cognitive Networks. The basic technology can evolve and adapt
to regulation and market needs.

The dynamic scenarios now expected in wireless communications require this sort of
adaptability. With ubiquitous environments around the corner, devices are expected to become
multi-interface, multi-technology. Intelligent Spectrum Management, virtualised coopera-
tive and distributed, associated with cognitive radio and cognitive networks concepts are
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becoming a common vision for the future. Virtualization abstracts the technological imple-
mentation details and complexity of the underlying devices and networks from the user. It
helps all constituents emerge as a single virtual device providing seamless services to the
user and enables users to offer and provide services. In this approach, energy-efficiency,
resource utilization, and dependability requirements can be addressed in a modular way and
backward-compatibility (in the sense of supporting existing technologies) can be provided.
In this light, virtualization enables service provisioning by the end-users, supporting appli-
cation/service portability and compatibility. When the users are enabled to provide services,
they become prosumers—producers while consuming as well. In the end, we will expect
these concepts to adapt to the society itself, to the user social structure, his communities.

It is now possible to envisage such a dynamic environment, with communities that inte-
grate user needs into technology solutions [3]. A reasoning layer is developed that supports
the interplay between user needs and technology parameterization—resorting to doctrines,
and defining rules and attributes for managing technology. Such an approach can provide
a rich and versatile set of solutions, able to adapt and respond to changes in the economic,
regulatory and social environments.

Several questions exist, though. If such a technology set of solutions is pursued, then clear
regulations on its usage have to be set, in such a way that stable, reliable environments are
deployed. Also the overall economic motivation for such technologies must be clear, since
its own flexibility leads to easier customer movement.

4 Conclusions

In this paper we opened the discussion on the issues associated with technology develop-
ment. In particular, we discussed the increased interdynamics between users, technology and
society. It is now apparent that is required more than technology excellence for the uptake
of novel technologies. There are many issues surrounding the technical workspace that may
impact the success of a given technology, and R&D should be aware of this. Market reaction,
regulatory frameworks, political support are all aspects that R&D engineers should be aware.

It is increasingly worth to focus on user-centric research, pursuing multidisciplinary solu-
tions that provide added value to specific application areas. It is also clear that technologies for
dynamic environments are a trend for the future. The technology will be able to parameterize
itself also in function of non-technical parameters. These trends provide some suggestions
on how R&D can proceed with enough flexibility to adapt itself to the variable outcomes of
the society response to technology advances.

Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution Noncommer-
cial License which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original author(s) and source are credited.
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